Cardiac cell survival and reversibility of myocardial ischemia.
Because of a limited capacity for cell regeneration, the cardiac tissue, when submitted to ischemic stress, may activate endogenous mechanisms of cell survival resulting in physiological conditions of adaptation to ischemia, known as myocardial stunning, ischemic preconditioning and myocardial hibernation. These conditions result from a switch in gene and protein expression, which sustains cardiac cell survival in a context of oxygen deprivation and during the stress of reperfusion. Understanding how the molecular adaptation of the cardiac myocyte during stress sustains its survival in these conditions might help to define novel mechanisms of endogenous myocardial salvage, in order to expand the conditions of maintained cellular viability and functional salvage of the ischemic myocardium. This review summarizes recent progress made in the study of the molecular pathways controlling reversible ischemic dysfunction, and the unraveling of novel genomic paradigms. We also focus on the discovery and characterization of novel genes, which further increase our knowledge of myocardial ischemia and open novel therapeutic possibilities for ischemic heart disease.